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modernity 
flows
There is only one way to evolve:
bringing together qualities, 
improving them. This is exactly 
how KLARCO designed Shrink, 
giving pre-rinse units a set of technical 
functions that did not exist before. 
KLARCO’s thirty years of specialization 
have created advanced 
performance flowing 
beyond what came before.
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SHRINK 80 
CENTIMETERS

SHRINK 70 
CENTIMETERS

SHRINK 60 
CENTIMETERS

when less 
means more
Height is a very important 
variable in work spaces. 
Shrink increases the versatility 
of pre-rinse units by decreasing 
their height so they can fit 
in smaller spaces. The three 
available sizes - 60, 70 and 80 
centimeters - are an 
unprecedented innovation 
in professional faucets. 
Height decreases, versatility 
increases.



space takes 
color

ochre color

black color grey color white color

blue color green color

There are six colors to change aesthetic standards, 
lend chromatic originality and diversify work spaces. 
Blue, white, grey, black, ochre and green modernize 
faucets by changing their appearance. 
Because aesthetics also plays a role, a visual one: 
making places where people work more beautiful.

the freedom 
of being anywhere

more than simplification: 
elimination

There is a concept of great interest to 
professionals: anywhere. Because anywhere 
corresponds to the highest level of versatility. 
Shrink is synonymous with anywhere because 
of its innovative feature: it can be installed 
in any space. In fact, it was designed to be free 
from any wall mount. With Shrink, the concept 
of anywhere becomes reality.

Shrink is the evolution of installation. An evolution that 
surpasses it and cancels it out. Because it was designed to 
eliminate the entire assembly process. Indeed, the pre-rinse 
unit is supplied completely pre-assembled. And installation 
comes down to the quickest and most basic action: 
attaching it to the sink and connecting it to the water.



maximum degree 
of movement

economy 
and ecology

There are no restraints 
to the movement of Shrink, 
because it has been designed 
to rotate 360 degrees. Thus 
water can flow in any direction, 
attaining the best of versatility. 
For workers, using the 
pre-rinse unit is faster and 
easier. To the greatest degree.

Real evolution also means 
decreasing water consumption. 
Thanks to the Best spray gun’s 
reduced flow rate, the water 
and energy savings guaranteed 
by Shrink become tangible. 
Coming together to create 
a dual, essential sustainability: 
economic (lower usage 
expenses) and environmental.

SHRINK 
360° ROTATION

WITHOUT WALL BRACKET



the great quantity 
of quality
When quality regards a great quantity of elements, maybe the only 
way to explain it is to make a list: the Best professional spray gun, 
made entirely of stainless steel and food-grade plastic, flexible hoses 
made of DVGW certified platinum-catalyzed silicone coated in stainless 
steel, stem and faucet on stainless steel tubing, KLARCO professional 
mixer faucets, highly durable, limestone-resistant valves and mixing 
cartridges. Shrink, quantitatively qualitative.

KLARCO spray gun
BEST model
The state of the art. Light, 
but robust. Designed 
to combine water savings 
with high rinsing efficiency.

Flexible hoses made 
of DVGW certified 
platinum-catalysed 
silicone coated 
in AISI 304 for the 
maximum hygiene 
and water quality.

Maximum stability 
Thanks to the compact 
and robust design, SHRINK 
requires no wall mount.

SHRINK is compatible 
exclusively with KLARCO 
professional faucets.

Stainless steel built-in 
tap with 360° rotation
Available with a high flow 
aerator for rapidly filling 
containers, or with a flow 
rate regulator that allows 
to save water.



new professional 
performance
A new, modern world of 
faucets comes to the world 
of professional kitchens. 
For an unprecedented 
world of performance.



the unprecedented 
home technology
Technological quality that 
never existed before comes
to the home kitchen. 
To make possible what 
was never possible before.



choose from amongst 
hundreds of options
Shrink expands the range of options as never before. 
By freely combining the various options of 6 colors, 
6 faucets and 3 heights, models multiply into hundreds 
of different solutions. Therefore, you can choose your own 
preferred combination of function and style. So that 
every space, every action and every taste can be different. 
And Shrink has been designed while considering 
every solution, for everyone.   



SHRINK 
specifications

PRO 
80 CENTIMETERS

SEMI
70 CENTIMETERS

HOME 
60 CENTIMETERS

BEST 
SPRAY GUN
HOME VERSION
COLORED PLASTIC
LEVER

BEST 
SPRAY GUN
SEMI VERSION
CHROME-PLATED 
BRASS LEVER

BEST 
SPRAY GUN
PRO VERSION
LEVER IN CHROME-PLATED 
BRASS AND RING 
FOR CONTINUOUS 
WATER FLOW

SHRINK 
Technical specs for 
the entire SHRINK collection

Maximum pressure 
(short-time peaks) = 1 Mpa (10 bar or 145 psi)
Recommended operating pressure = 
between 0.1 and 0.6 Mpa (1-6 bar or 15-90 psi)
Max. temperature = 90°C (190°F)
Recommended max. temperature = 60°C (140°F)

BEST spray guns
Each pre-rinse unit height is 
associated with a different version 
of the BEST spray gun:

SHRINK 60 cm = 
BEST spray gun HOME version
(colored plastic lever)

SHRINK 70 cm = 
BEST spray gun SEMI version
(chrome-plated brass lever)

SHRINK 80 cm = 
BEST spray gun PRO version
(lever in chrome-plated brass 
and ring for continuous water flow)

Faucets
SHRINK pairs exclusively with 
KLARCO professional faucets 
equipped with a threaded shank 
for easy attachment to the sink

Installation hole diameter = 30 mm (1 3/16 in)
Connections = flexible hose inlets with 
(ISO 228-1 / BSP) G 3/8 female thread 
(with built-in backflow preventers)



Shrink
combinations

Choose 
your Shrink

Find the codes corresponding 
to your preferences. 
Combine them in sequence, 
as in the example provided here.
The result will be the Article 
Number corresponding 
exactly to your Shrink, just 
one of hundreds of possible 
combinations.

70 CENTIMETERS

SEMI

80 CENTIMETERS

PRO

60 CENTIMETERS

HOME

With or without built-in tap Height codes Chrome variant

stainless steel 
riser spring and 
chrome-plated 
brackets

Color codes Faucet model Build your article number

With colored supports and spring

Chrome/steel supports and spring

2 3 3

3

60 70 80 70

70

BLUE

A

G N

O V

B
GREY

OCHRE

WHITE

BLACK

GREEN

CHROME / INOX

C
C

V

V

R010

R030

R050

R020

R040

R040

R040R060

MOD. R010
LCL HEAVY-DUTY MIXER

MOD. R020
EUROP HEAVY-DUTY 
FAUCET

MOD. R050
STYL HEAVY-DUTY 
FAUCET

MOD. R060
SIDE LEVER

MOD.  R030
SANITARY LEVER

MOD. R040
PISA MIXERCHROME 

VARIANT
STAINLESS STEEL 
RISER SPRING AND 
CHROME-PLATED 
BRACKETS

C



made in KLARCO
The entire Shrink production cycle is carried out at KLARCO’s factory, 
which ensures company control over each and every element and phase, 
from design to the manufacturing itself. Our thirty years
of know-how make Shrink wholly home-made. That is why Shrink 
can be considered an authentic Made in KLARCO product.  

Shrink and KLARCO are trademarks of KLARCO srl

KLARCO s.r.l. 
Via Masieres, 7  33080 San Quirino (PN) - Italy
Tel. (+39) 0434 919422  Fax (+39) 0434 919494
www.klarco.com

The information provided in this catalogue is purely indicative 
and cannot be considered binding in any manner whatsoever in commercial 
dealings with KLARCO s.r.l. Product measurements and characteristics 
may be improved and changed; therefore, they are not binding for the manufacturer. 
The reproduction of colors, measurements and characteristics of the products 
published may be different from reality. All technical and commercial information 
and images of products contained in this catalogue are the exclusive property 
of KLARCO s.r.l. Full or partial reproduction and distribution are prohibited 
without the explicit written consent of KLARCO s.r.l.
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